Dear colleagues of our changing climate effects on urban settlements,
Climate Change Centre Reading’s (CCCRdg) paper abstract aim to highlight/refer to the powers a city
has to enshrine DRR Law enforcement direct to cities’ local government legislation, via inclusiveness,
accessibility, governance and localisation. City Legislative Action etc.

A: The Transformative Commitments for Sustainable Urban Opportunities
Objective (2) - How DRR related law and policy will/should develop within specific fields of city law
environmentally sound & resilient urban development
How many of 7000 primary and 3000 secondary cities have an Urban Climatic Emergency
Evacuation Plan/Programme (UCEEP) in place? Preceded by skilled and realistic capacity building
law enforcement connected to effectiveness drills due to post-action considerations and evaluation.
Dealing with a climate crisis has now gone planetary — planners and policy makers alert the
importance for vulnerable citizens of having an UCEEP policy in place, proven realistic in an actual
emergency.
An unfortunate roadmap towards a world with melting glaciers and ice sheets with less than 20
years+ and rise in temperature levels near 3 degrees will require prompt action on disaster risk
reduction, what can be done?
The Urban DRR Case: Cities could offer protection and shelter and give direct post-disaster support
to roughly 200,000,000 residents who live between 5 km and 30 km of the predetermined disaster
district zone who would have to be evacuated. Within the urban habitat prefecture, the flow would
be directed to an evacuation area urban crater, to a regenerative city arena or to a disaster supporthub, as well as to peri-urban areas outside the emergency centre area and disaster area.
Many health and safety benefits at the same time offer shelter and protection to its area districts.’
- It is the central government’s duty to take responsibility in the event of an urban climatic
emergency in order to protect the lives of people and their property.

B: Effective Implementation
Human rights for Shelter and Protection with reference to the Sendai Framework for DRR 2015 –
2030 should be enshrined in international law and on local level. This requires multidisciplinary
climate action across multilevel jurisdictional boundaries…
Framework and policy based mechanisms must protect human rights and critical, native ecosystems
and reduce pollution at source.
Consider;
-Cities, climate change and disaster response management.
-Urban havocs in the footsteps of climate change requires mainstream disaster relief planning.
-A key concern local officials have is how the regional government will initially respond to a sudden
impact disaster.
-The military's role in carrying out by law climatic emergency orders.

Ecology is Key to Safety
This is our main responsibility, seems like it can only be upheld by Law.
This requires multidisciplinary climate action across multilevel jurisdictional boundaries…
In the long run, we suggest focus on the establishment of ecocide as a crime, enshrined in
international law

System thinking can take over and drive DRR law measures to a better place.

WAY FORWARD: the development of detailed evacuation plans for facilitating and handling a climate
crisis as seen weekly in every continent on the planet.

Climate Change Centre Reading
Reading (England)

Climate Change Center Reading (NGO). Looking to unlock Reading’s green potential – Driving
Readings bid for the 2019 European Green Capital Award. Climate change leadership and
advocacy with Climate Change Centre Reading (NGO) aims to create a multilateral partnership
between the Reading area and the active companies working it.
Our vision is for Reading and its business to join forces to reduce the carbon footprint and other
environmental impacts of us who live and work in the area, as in Reading over 40% of our
carbon output comes from local business. We understand every business is different and must
work within its own financial constraints but the common goal is a clear focus to reduce climate
impact, and not by 2050… ASAP!
“Consider climate change in every action” in Togethernessship with Net Zero Green Business
Innovators. Because in XXIst century you can no longer work alone in your corner. Coalitions
rule!

